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S UM M A RY

Mixed Reallty

l'isual Effects.9ltot

Final |'ear Projecr

This proiect combines real time recorded footage with Cornputer Graphics (CG) animated models
and effects to create a professional quality Video Effects shot and to investigate Video Effects
(VTX) techniques.
The shot will be ofa helicopter landing on a solid surface covered with leaves.When the
helicopter lands, the cockpit will open and the pilot will jurnp out, hit the ground and walk off
screen.
The helicopter is a computer generated 3D model and it was composited into the real time footage
along with other effects created in Adobe After Effects. The computer graphics were created in
Autodesk Maya.
The zuccessof this proiect was mainly due to good planning and a large amount of the total
project time was spent brefing each shot down into its most basic elements and seeing how al1of
the cornponents interacted rrith each other and with the other shots. A storyboard and shot plan
were formulated from the breakdown creating a clear concise view of the scopeof the project.
A requirernent specification was drawn up which the project had to adhere to ifit was to be
classedas a success.Thesewill be used to evaluate the final project output.
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Over the pastdecadethe video effectsindustry has exploded.Video effects(VFX) can now be
seenin almost every advertisement, TV program and film and there are no signs that its use in the
VFX industry will diminish in the foreseeablefuture.
Video effectsrnadeits first appearancein film in the 1970's,one ofthe films ofnote being The
Andromeda Strain(l971)tl] but it didn't rise in popularity until the 1980sand 1990s.The main
reasonfor this was expenseand hardware.In the 1980shardware which was capableof producing
good visual effects was extremely expensive and only dedicated software housesor film
companiescould afford it, meaningi
e client had to pay the
high prices thesecompaniesdemanded.Also, there was a severelimit on what hardware could do.
Many things seenin more recent films were impossible20 yearsago.
In the last 10 yearsthere has been a huge increasein the power and capabilitiesof personal
cornputersalong with a drop in price which hasbrought video effectsto the masses.In the pastit
could have cost thousandsof pounds to senda film crew and actorsto a remote location for
fiIming but now the sameshot could be taken Iiom the comfon ofa studio using an effect such as
green screeningfor a fraction ofthe price.
This proiect will utilize many ofthe techniquesusedby \rIX studiosand explorethe advantages
ofusing CG over real life objectssuch asan animatedmodel of an Apache Helicopter over a real
one. In order to do this many other techniqueswill have to be usedto make the whole scene
believable.
Another considerationin using computer graphicsover real life objectsand situationsis health
and safety.With increasinglyperilousstunts being performed in action rnovies,the safetyof the
castand crew is more important than ever before.Using a combination of computer graphicsand
real time footagecan decreasethe dangerof a stunt or sceneirnmensely,without losing
believability or realisrn.
If a specialeffectsshot is done correctly, the viewer should barely be awarespecialeffectsare
being used.The shot should look asthough it could happenin real life. To achievethis, a VFX
artist or team will always have to use many different techniques to trick the viewer into believing
the shot.
This project aims to utilise many of thesetechniquesto producea high quality video effectsderno
reel. To obtain this output a huge arnount of planning and research is required to ensure all the
separatecomponentsof eachshot come together to make a high quality final output.
The successof this project is largely down to time managementand effectiveplanning. In order to
completethe project on time eachsectionwill be broken down into its most basiccomponents
and flow and Gantt chartswill be drawn up to keep to schedule.It is essentialto stay on track
with this project becauseif somesectionstakeslonger than expectedor somethinggoeswrong the
quality of the entire project will be reduceddue to lesstime being spent on other sectionsofthe
Drolect.
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In order to produce the desired output for this proiect it is essential research is done into the
software being used and to understand the capabilities of any software chosen. To ensure the best
software for the iob is chosen, candidate software packageswill be evaluated side by side and
learnt from scratch if necessary.
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ISSLTS 2

When planning a proiect it is imponant to bear in rnind any issueswhich may arise or it may
cause.A video effects shot could be shown at a cinerna or broadcast over television so it is
imponant to take into consideration that, for example, people of different religions, age, race and
gender may watch it.

Health and Salety - 2.l
The main issue with Health and Safety will be during the filming of the reality footage. There will
be numerous people involved and it will be on location, outside. Camera operators will have to be
properly trained to use the equipment and care and attention will have to be taken throughout
filrning will probably take place in a public place and possibly in the vicinity of a road.
Even with the best training accidents can still happen. People can trip over wires and be so
focused on the task at hand they forget to be cautions of their surroundings.
In order to take all risks into account a risk assessmentwill be drawn up and appropriate measures
will be put in place to minirnise any risks existing or foreseeable.

l,thi< al lssLtt's- 2.2
In Britain, the British Board of Film Classification(BBFC)hasbecomethe standardand accepted
regulatory body of films. Although the power to ban, pass,or cut films in fact still rernains with
Iocal councils, the BBFC is seen asthe official regulatory body. Therefore, this shon film will be
createdto be viewable by all agesunder the guidelinesset out on their website.[2]
As well asadhering to the BBFC'Sfilrn classification,the production ofthe film will also adhereto
the Code of Conduct and Code of Good Practice of the British ComDuter Sociew. Sorneof the
main points which apply to the proiect[3]:
o

In your professional role you shall have regard for the public health, safety and
enuironment - A isk assessrnentwill be carried out prior to filming. There are no
environmental issuesfor this project.

.

You shall have regard to the legitimate rights of thkd parties- Any merrbers ofthe
public, including actors fiImed in the project will be asked to sign releaseforms giving
their permissionfor their imagesto be used.

o

You shall conduct your professional actiuities without discrimination against clients or
colleagues- AlJ.rcIevant laws will be followed.
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o

You shall seek to upgradeyour professional knowledge and skill, and shall maintain
awarenessoftechnological developments,procedures and standards which are relevant to
your fidd -The project will require the author to upgrade his knowledge and skill in a
variety of different rneans.

.

You shall acceptprofessional responsibidty for your work and for the work of colleagues
who are defined in a given context as working under your superuision -,\71 work done
for this project will be the responsibilityof William Towle.

, { r r i'l . s r e r . , l .

.,'

-t

i

The risk assessment
for this project must be low to allow it to proceed.There are only rninimal
risks involved in creating tlis project and these are all during the on location filrning:
.

TripPing over cables

o

Operating in or near a road

o

Weight of cameras

o

Falling offa ladder

To cornbatthesefour risks the following measureswill be in placeduring filming:
.

A single camerawill be usedpowered by battery, so no cableswill be present

o

An extra helper will be on location with the team to keep a lookout for cars and other
possible risks

o

All cameraoperativeswill have been appropriatelytrained by the MTL live team (Media
Technology Labs) at the University of Sussex

o

The ladderwill be checkedbefote use for any defects,and the actor using the ladder will
be askednot to jump off any rung higher than the third step

With thesesafetymeasuresin placethe proiect can be classedasvery low risk.
,.'.yt'..;;;| :

'.1

When a film, book or inforrnation is formulated by personsthat media is automaticallyunder
copyright to the personswho createdit.[4] Using media which is under copyright to another
personcould put the user in dangerof facing legal action. Consequently,it is very important that
this project doesnot infringe any copyright. It rnust be a entirely original pieceof work.
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The requirement of this project is to make an Apache helicopter land in a given area,have a
personexit the Apacheand make their way away from the helicopter. This requirementwill
demandmany technical aspectssuch ascomputer generatedmodels,colour correction and
rotoscoping.Thesetechnical elernentsall need to work together to producea believableand
entertaining output. The real goal ofthe project is to make the end user believewhat they are
seeing,the end user in this casebeing a viewer.
In industry the main factorswhich affect VFX shotsare budget and time. Someofthe best
computer graphicsin film are the shotswhich take hundredsof hours to create,huge amountsof
CPU (Processing)power and a whole team ofVFX artists.When planning a VFX shot the fiIm
producersalwayshave to compromisebetween quality, cost and time. If a filrn had unlimited
budget and tirne then amazing VFX shots could be created every tirne but no film has ever had
unlimited budget or time. This is ri/hy, from time to time, it is possible to see\rFX shots in films
which look unbelievable,becausethe final output hasbeen rushedor becausethe budget only
allowed for a cenain number of hours work on the shot.
This project has the sameconsftaints,but on a much smallerscale.This project has a time
constraint of eight working weekswhich will need to be taken into accountwhen planning the
shotsand what is possiblein that time limit. If this project had unlirnited time the final output
would be considerablybetter than at the end of eight working weeks,but just asthe major
companies,a compromisewill have to be made.
Another cornpromisethis project will have to make is in terms of peopleand computing power. A
VFX softwarehousewill have asrnany as 150employeesdoing jobs such as 3D modelling, then
animatorswill animatethe model, someonewill light it and someoneelsewill compositethe
shotfS].This project, on t]re other hand, will be carried out by just one person.Computing power
is alsoan issue,for this project what is possiblegiven the computing power availablemust be
considered.It is no good creatingan arnazing3D model which takeseight weeks to render.
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To fulfil the requirement there are two options. Either, a real Apache helicopter could be used or
it could be computer generated. Using a real Apache helicopter is unfeasible for a number of
reasons,firsdy cost.An ApacheAH-64 helicopter costs$18 million to buy and thousandsof
dollars more to run and maintainThe second reason for not using a real Apache is Health and Safety. The chancesof getting
permission to land a helicopter on campus are zero and the risk assessmentwould be huge.
This leavesthe project with only one option. The Apache will be computet generated using 3D
software. However, only the helicopter need be computer generated, the background./location can
be real footage. This will savetime modelling, texturing and lighting a background 3D location
and will alsoadd realisrnto the scene.
The actor will have to be filmed both at the location and in front ofa green screen.The actor
jurnping out of the helicopter needsto be fiImed in front ofa green screen and then cornposited
into the location shot. The actor walking away from the helicopter will be filmed on location.
To make the sceneeven more realistic,researchinto the project requirementshasbeen conducted
and is shown overleaf. It is extremely important to research the helicopter itself, the
environmental effects the helicopter has as it lands and what software will allow the project to be
cornoletedto the best oossiblestandard.
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3D Modelling

- 5.1

3D Modelling is the act of creating a representation of any object in 3D space.The object is made
up of polygons - a geometric term for a two-dirnensional area[6]. The minimum number of
coordinates required to define a polygon is 3 (a triangle). Polygons can contain an unlimited
number of coordinates and be irregular in shape.These two-dimensional shapesare ioined in 3D
spaceto make 3D obiects. For example, the cube shown in flgure 5.1.1 is in fact six four sided
polygons joined together.

Figue 5.1.1- A polygoncube
Polygonsarecomprisedofvenices,edgesandfacesasdemonstrated
in Figure5.1.2.

Venices Selected

EdgeSelected

FaceSelected

Figule 5.1.2 - Polygon cornposition
3D Modelling is a vital element in this project becauseit is the only way to realistically embed an
Apache Helicopter into the scene.
The helicopter will be created starting from a box as shown in figure 2 and developed through a
variety of3D modelling techniques zuch as extrusion, split polygon and cut faces.These
techniques will be explained later in the report.
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There are many 3D modelling packageson the market today, but the two main playersare
Autodesk 3DS Max and Autodesk Maya. In recent years3DS Max has becorneextremely popular
in the architecturalindustry and Maya is more often than not the choice for Film and Television
visualisation.
From personallytesting eachproduct, in my opinion Maya has the better workflow and has
powerful particle effectswhich could be utilized in the project.
As for 3D modelling potential, both programs perform simil.arly and can create almost any given
object to a high standard. But Maya excelswhen it comesto NURBSs(Nonuniform rational Bspline) modelling, a type of modelling that Max makes extrernely difficult by comparison.
Lighting and texturing possibilitiesare similar in both programsso for the advantageof workflow
and panicle effectsAutodesk Maya will be usedfor a1l3D Modelling, Texturing and Animation in
this proiect.

Figure 5.1.1.1- Autodesk 3DS Max logo

Figure 5.1.1,2- Autodesk Maya logo
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Compositing

- 5.2

Compositing is the processof taking the individual components which are intended to make up a
single shot and editing them together. For example, taking the imagesofthe 3D helicopter and
putting them on the frlrred background of the location shoot.
There are a few main tools and rnethods which will need to be used in the compositing stage.
Theseare:
o

RoogcoPing - Rotoscoping is the processof drawing a mask (or line) around an obiect in
your scene.This mask can then be told to add or subtract from the footage, as in figure
5.2.1.

No Mask

Add Mask

Subtnct Mask

Figure 5.2.1 - Rotoscoping example

"'

Colour Correction - Colour correction involves taking the different components which
are included in a single shot and altering the hue, saturation, brightness, contrast and RGB
(Red, Green and Blue) values of the different cornponents so that they appear to belong in
the scenetogether.
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Alpha fvlaps- A-lpha maps are black and white representations of images in a scene.For
example,if there was an imageof a rnan on a black background,it is possibleto duplicate
the imageand rnakethe man solid white and leavethe backgroundblack. White, in terrns
of an alpha map means100o/o
opacity and black means1000/0
transparency.So,in this case,
when the unaltered imagedwas instructed to use the alpha inforrnation of the altered
image the man would appearunchanged but now any background could be applied over
the biack background.An alpha map is showa in figure 5.2.2.

A teapot

A teapotb Alpha Map

Figule 5.2.2 - Alpha map example
Ifeying - Keying is a processused when green screening is involved. To remove the green
screenfrom the shot it needsto be keyed out. This involves instructing the softwarebeing
usedto remove any pixels of a defined colour and to replacethem with transparency.This
allows any backgroundto be applied in placeof the green screen.Seefigure 5.2.3.

/

Figure 5,2.3 l7l - A before and after green screen shot taken {rom the fi,tn Sin City
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Compositing So[iware C'ornparison- 5.2.1
There are three main options for the cornpositing software, and these are:
o

Adobe After Effects

o

Combustion

o

Nuke

Adobe After Effects is the best known compositing software available on the market todayfg].
A]"o, many training videos are available for After Effects created by Adobe and by other users of
the software which could be helpfirl since I have no experience with any of the software.
combustion is generally considered a very powerful program, but it does involve a steep learning
curve and since I have never used it before, I think it would be unwise to step into a Irew program
at the beginning of the project. Another point to consider is the university has no licence for
Nuke or combustion so it is for this reason I will be using Adobe After Effects for the project.
Anintation

5..1

To animate the helicopter, video references ofApaches in flight will be required, in order to copy
their movement exacdy. It is very important for realism to make the craft look as though it has
weight and moves how the viewer would expect a helicoptet to move.
The animation will be done r'ithin the chosen 3D Modelling package,in this case,Autodesk
Maya.
The BBC Motion Gallery has two excellent videos[9] of Apache's in flight, which will be used as
reference.
There are also nurnerous videos on YouTube with usefirl motion references.

Camera ntarching,5.l
camera matching is the processof tracking defined points in recorded footage. These tracking
points then become rnarkers in 3D spacewhen imponed into a 3D modelling packagezuch as
Autodesk Maya. These markers are used to align 3D objects in the sceneand lock them down so
they appear to apan of the original footage.
For the carneramatching process2d3's Bouiou software will be used. Boujou is widely used in
blockbuster filmsfl0] and is the only tracking software available for the project.
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In this project there are somemain problem areaswhich need to be addressed.
Theseare:
c
c
c
o

The Apache Helicopter
Camera-matching the helicopter into real footage
The Pilot
7he Enuironment

Below is an in-depth considerationofhow ttreseproblemswill be tackled and will form the basis
of the requirement specification.
The Apache helicopter will be modelled, textured, lit and anirnated in Autodesk Maya. The
helicopter needsto be closeto photo-realisticfor the purposesof the sceneand this means
modelling a 'to scale' helicopter and using a mixnrre of real and procedural textures.
The lighting on the rnodel is also of paramount importance becauseno matter how good the
rnodel and texturing is, if the lighting is wrong it will not fit into the scene asthough it is really
there.
camera matching the helicopter into the film to a high standardis extremely important. Ifthe
helicopter is not properly camera-matched it will look as though it isgtipgingqver the screen.
Tracking software rnade by 2d3 will be used for camera-rnatching.
{ouldu is agl'off the shelf
'
software solution used mainly in the TV and video effects industry. "'--r(
_--The pilot has to be a real actor due to time and realism constraints. To create a realistic character
in a 3D prograrn would take more than the allocated time for the project. The solution is to record
two sets of footage and also have sorne rendered 3D footage.
one set ofthe footagewill be on location at the 'landing' area.The secondset wili be in a studio
with a green screen. The actor will be filmed walking away from a helicopter that is not really
there on location and in front ofthe gteen screen he will act out jurnping down from the
helicopter. The rendered footage, along with the two other pieces of footage will then be
composited together in Adobe After Effects.
The environment needs to react to the presenceof the helicopter. Everything must be taken into
consideration such as dust blowing, leavesblowing,, reflections in glassand most imponantly,
shadows.
The leavesblowing will be simulated by using leaf blowers provided by the university Estates
Team.Shotswill be taken ofpeople blowing leaves,probably 2-4 shotsto simulatethe leaves
being blown in a circle and then a background matte will be created by compositing out the
people and compositingthe shotstogether.
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Shadowsfor the helicopter will be renderedout using Autodesk Maya. Theseshadowswill be
renderedout in two passes,one for the shadowsthe helicopter castson itself and one for the
shadowsbeing caston the environment. This givesgreatercontrol of shadowdensiry and colour
in compositing. After the shadowshave been renderedout they will be compositedinto the
sceneusing Adobe After Effects.
From experiencefilming, if the exposureon the ground is good,more often than not the exposure
in the sky is not so good,or vice versa.To combat this, a matte sky will be filmedr cameramatchedand keyed into the scene.
All filrning for the project will be done using a Sony PMW EX3 in 1920x1080resolution for a
high-quality, high-definition final output.

Figures6.1.1- 6.1.5are main referencepictureswhich will be usedto producea realistic Apache
helicooter:

Figure 6.1.1- An Apachehelicopter from the side

/

(SeeAppendixOne Fig.6.1.1for high res)[11]
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Figure 6.1.2- An Apache helicopter from the front/side
(SeeAppendixOne Fig.6.1.2for high res)[12]

Figure 6.1.3- An Apachehelicopter from the front
(SeeAppendixOne Fig.6.1.3for high res)[13]
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Figtle 6.f .4 - An Apache helicopter ftom the side/behind
(SeeAppendix One Fig. 6.1.4for high res)[4]
These are high-resolution pictures and they show all views of the aircraft. Thesepictures can be
used as references for shape,colour, basic movement and detail. The pictures on their own,
however, are not enough to produce a betevable Apache helicopter. To create a believable
Apache, side, front and top referencesimages will be required aswell as exact measurements.
These are the reference imageswhich will be followed throughout the modelling processalong
with those shown above.

1_

_r}+'

[1s]
Figur€6.f.5 - An orthographicprojectionof an Apachehelicopter
(SeeAppendix One Fig. 6.1.5for high res)
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As previouslystated,neagurementswill alsobe required;the following arethe specificationsof
an actualApacheHelicopter:

BoeingCompany

1s.25m (s0.0ft)

|taitr"*tdi"-"*
I'

nl
lz"s9 (9.a8
-

tr-,lsr4ft)
m (16.37ft)
t16lt171
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Storv boa rciit:t1

6.2

The storyboardingfor this project went through many phases.The earlieststoryboard,vl, (Fig.
6.2.1)comprisedsix shotsand a total time of 25 seconds.After analysingthe time constraintsit
was decidedsix shotswas too many to get looking professionaland to the high quality this project
demands.Seefigure 6.2.1.

/

Figure6.2.1- StoryboardV1
(SeeAppendixOneFig6.2.1for High ResVersion)
Storyboardvl.1 (Fig. 6.2.2)was cut down to just three shotsand the planned location was
changedfrom vl. The length was still 25 secondsbut after closeinspectionshot 2 had to be
changedbecausethe angle ofthe helicopter was wrong. Seefigure 6.2.2

'{-

^*.
1"

/

Figure6.2.2- Storyboard
V1.1
(SeeAppendix One Fig 6.2.2for High ResVersion)
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Storyboardvl.2 (Fig. 6.2.3)was againcomprisedof the samethree shotsbut with shot 2's angle
fixed. AIter careful analysisofthis storyboardit was determined an extra shot was required
between shot 2 and shot 3 to rnakeit cut correctly. Seefigure 6.2.3.

V1.2
Figure6.2.3- Storyboard
(SeeAppendixOneFig6.2.3for High ResVersion)
Storyboardvl.3 (Fig. 6.2.4)is a storyboardmadeup ofphotos taken during location scouting
combinedwith actorsand the 3D model ofthe Apachethus far. This storyboarddepictsthe
location and exactlywhat angle the camerawill be filming at. It alsohelps gaugeif the scaleof the
Apacheis correct in comparisonwith the environment. Seefigure 6.2.4.

Shot I

I}il
I
sl d l- Ttebellcolr e!
coEes d6\! od h!& b

Shor 2

E
slo. 2 - rlP rflo! ,u?5 our oi
Tle lelko!te: douro lhe Stould.

St .3- T[e a(ror blt5 rire
c:ould {1th rle hekoD!€:
B€hhd h1Dild beglDs

The <aD.ri cuts a\ar b.fo:e !€ [!ts tb!
C!ou!d. th! g:ould b lor L!elot.

Sbd 4- Tle ideri.urs
Barl ro rhe {1de,sDe iio'
rs3hot I ud rie !.!o:
\\'af5 our ofsbor. rd!a:ds
5tige i€ll

b€kolr€r EoD the 5L!

V1.3
Figure6.2.4- Storyboard
(SeeAppendix One Fig 6.2.1 for High ResVersion)
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Filming Requirements - 6.3
Each shot necessaryfor this project tequires a different set of requirements. This section will
break down each shot into its composite components.
Shot 1 - 6..i.1
1. Panning camera shot from sky to landing location
1.1Actor standinglooking at the helicopter
1.2As camerapansto location, camerais locked off
1.3 Blow leaveswith leaf-blower
2. Camemmatch helicopter in scene
3. Animate the helicopter
4. Renderthe scene
5. Impon new sky
5. Add shadows, reflections and dust panicles
6.I Leaf blowing shot will be edited and composited together
7. Colour correction
8. Sound (Extra feature time permitting)
9. Final output
Shot 2 - 6.3.2
1. Close-upon the cockpit of the helicopter
2. Composite helicopter into scene
3. Animation ofthe cockpit door opening
4. Actor jumps out the cockpit towards the ground
4.1 Actor iurnping filmed against green screen
4.1 Green screen film camera matched
5. Rotoscoping
6. Rendering
7. Add shadows,reflections and dust particles
Page19
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8. Colour Correction
9, Sound(Extrafeaturetime permitting)
10.Final Output
Shot3 - 6.3.3
l. Close-upon groundasactorhits the floor andwalks away
2. Compositehelicopterinto scene
3. Rotoscoping
4. Rendering
5. Colour Correction
6. Sound(Extrafeaturetime permitting)
7. Final Output
Shot4 - 6.3.4
l. Wide on actorwalking awayfrom tle helicopter
2. Conpositehelicopterinto scene
3. Rotoscoping
4. Rendering
5. Colour Correction
6. Sound(Extrafeaturetine permitting)
7. Firal Output
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P R O T E CTP L A N . 7

There are many key stageswithin this project which depend on other stagesbeing completed
before they can begin. To ensure the project is being executed in tune with the interdependenciesof the stages,and to enzure no time is wasted corrpleting taskswhich will have to
be redone later if done at the wrong time, a Project Flowchart has been created. This is shown in
figure8.1.1.

1

Page2l
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Project Flowchart - 7.1

Puddl* .nd Cl.rs
Refiertions

figur€ 8.f .1 - Prcjectllowchan
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Shots 1 and 2 are broken down separately in this Fiowchan becausethey require specific
componentsfor eachshot, aswell ascomponentsthat all the shotsneed.Shots3 and 4 are broken
down under the 'Al1 Shots'headingaswell asthe componentsfor ShotsI and 2 that are common
to all the shotsin the project.
Which shots the numbers refer to can be found by looking in appendix one, storyboard figure
6.2.4.
Shot 1 Breakdown - Filming for Shot 1 is totally dependenton contactingthe University Estates
Tearn has obtain a leaf-blowing rnachine.
The only other sectionof the flowchart which is dedicatedto Shot 1 is the addition of dust
particlesto the compositefi1m.
Shot 2 Breakdown - Shot 2 requiresthe green screen,which is the big differencebetween this
shot and the rest ofthe project. The first requirement for shot 2 is the cornpletionofthe 3D
Modelling. After this has been completed,the green screensectioncan be filmed, carneramatchedand rendered.
Later in the project the green screenfilming has to be keyed with the on location filming.
All Shots Breakdown - Thesesub-sectionsare requirementsfor all the shotsin the project.
Every shot requires3D modelling and fiIming. A.fterthe 3D modelling hasbeen completed,the
texturing and rendering can occur, but only after carnera-rnatching, following on from the
fiIrning and animation.
After filming, the flowchan can be followed down to keying and carnera-matching the new sky
from the filming camera-match.Thesetwo componentsplus the Sky Matte all go into creating
the new sky.
The compositefor the project is madeup ofthe dust panicles render, shadows,sky and the green
screenkeying.
After the compositehas been createdand finalised it can be colour correctedand then sound can
be recordedand edited into the sceneto createthe Final Output.
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Gantt chart - 7.2
Another key areaof projectmanagenentis '-e. This project mustbe completedwithin a very
strict time scaleand to ensurethis is done,a Gantt Chart hasbeendrawn up specifyingexactly
how much tine canbe spenton eachpart of the project.If one particularpart of the project takes
longer than anticipated,that part will haveto be put asideand the next part mustbegin on
schedule.In this scenario,hopefully a sectionwill take lesstime than anticipatedand a previous,
unfinishedsectioncanbe conpleted in the ocra time.
The Gantt Chart for tle prcject is shownin figure 7.2.1.
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Ytguae72.l - ProjectGantt chan
(SeeAppendixFig. 7.2.1{or High R*. Venions)
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Contingen cy - 7.3
This section oudines contingency plans for unforeseen circumstances occurring during filming or
working on effects in post production. Contingency plans should decreasethe amount of
disruption of any such occurrences.
For this project there are two main areaswhere contingency plans will need to be devised. The
first is during fil-nring. Three out ofthe four shots needed for the project must be filmed outside,
this posesa problem in terms ofthe weather conditions. If it is too cold or raining filming cannot
take place. It is therefore important to book more than one day for filming so there is a better
chance of good weather. Weather forecastswill also be closely monitored in the run-up to filrning
days but of course, these are not always accurate.
The second area where contingency is needed is with data storage.Every section of the project
will be stored on computer and, from time to time, computers malfi.rnction and data can be lost. It
is therefore essential that rrultiple, regular, securebackups are kept.
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F'ilnting . 8.l
To ensurefilrring was asquick a processaspossible,every pan ofthe filming processwas planned
in detail. The shots to be taken were mapped out by the storyboards created above and to rnale
sure each frame captured in the filming processwas exactly what was required, rough footage was
filmed before the ofrcial day of fiIrning. This rough footage was followed to ensure the correct
shots were tal<enon the day.
A week before filming the EstatesTeam at the University of Sussexwas contacted to enquire into
the leaf-blower. The EstatesTeam offered to lend the project a machine for the day and agreedto
train one of the filming team in health and safety and correct procedure while in use of the leafblower.
Leaveswere collected before the filming and stored in a cool, dry place to ensute they would be
dry by the time of fiIming. Wet leaveswould not have been blown by the leaf-blowers aswell as
dry leavesand, for matching environmental conditions,it is better to have dry leavesand need
wet leaves,than have wet leavesand need dry leaves.
The location ofthe shootwas scoutedand it was decidedtracking markerswere neededfor shot
1. The weather forecastfor tlre day ofthe shoot was 17mph winds. Normally, the tracking
rnarkers would have been table-tennis balls but due to the wind, golf-balls were bought and stuck
down to square cardboard basesto stop them blowing away in the wind and from being blown
away by the leaf-blower later in the shot. Seefigure 8. 1. I .

Figue 8.1.1 - Golf ball glued to cardboard base
Twelve tracking markers were placed throughout the shot, in the foreground, rnid ground and
backgroundof the shot to allow tracking ofdepth. Eachmarker was measuredfrom two
immoveableobjectsin the sceneto get an x and y coordinatefor eachmarker.
Another two markers were put in the sceneto rnark out the length of the Apache helicopter.
These markers, along with shos taken with the actor in, will be used to obtain the correct scale of
the Apache when compared to the environment.
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The plan had been to filrn reflectionsfor the sceneby rotating the camera180degreesand
compositing that footage into the shot as reflections in the helicopters windows. Unfortunately,
despitehaving booked the use of the areawith the University EstatesTeam,we were moved on
early by security due to there being bussesthat needed to use the turning circle. Due to this,
reflectionsfrom recordedfootagewill not be possibiein the proiect.
The green screen filming was done in the studio and was in fact done in fiont of a blue screen due
to the actorschoice ofclothing for the outsideshoot (he wore green and you can't film a personin
green in front of a green screen).For this shot the actor neededto appearto be piloting a
helicopter and jurnping down from the cockpit after landing.
The studio was lit ascloselyaspossibleto the outdoor sceneusing two spotlightsv/iti gauze
covering the bulb to make it a softer, more ambient light.
The actor was instructed on how to perform the actionsand three takeswere filmed. A table was
used as the platform for the actor to sit on and jurnp off and this will have to be rernoved in the
compositingstage.Figure 8.1.2showsthe actor inftont ofthe lit blue screen.

Figure 8.1.2- The blue screenfilming session
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Editing

- 8.2

The next stageafter filrning is capturing and editing the footage. The footage is transferred onto
Mac Pros in the University edit suite. In the past, video would have had to have been converted
from an analogue tape to digital format, this is a processcalled capturing. Now however, tapes do
not have the required storage capacity for HD footage and ttre footage was filmed straight onto
flash memory. This is called ingesting.s
A-fter transferring the data to the Macs, the footage was transferred to a Pc for editing with Adobe
Premier Pro. In Premier, the unwanted video can be trimmed to leave just the footage required
for the shots. Having unnecessaryvideo in later stagescould increase render times, having less
video means smaller file sizesand reduced rendering times. Figure 8.2.1 shows the video being
edited in Adobe Premier Pro.

Figule 8.2.f - Fatage in AdobePremierPro

Once editing is complete it must be e4rorted asa fiIe. For this proiect the footage for each shot
was rendered as a series ofuncorrpressed TIFF (TaggedImage File Format) images.Itwas
important that the footage was rendered uncompressed so no irnage data was lost in the
compression process.Another reason for rendering asimages is, if Premier were to crash during
rendering, all the TIFF files that had been rendered up to that point would still be stored on the
ry.stemwhereas if it was rendered asvideo and crash, all would be lost.
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A U T ODESKM AYA 2008, 8.3
Autodesk Maya 2008 is a 3D Modelling, Rendering and Animating tool often used in the video
effects industry. For this project only one 3D Model is required, but it needs to be textured, lit and
modelled to a very high standard.
Earlier in the project, research was done into the dimensions and appearanceof an Apache
helicopter. These referenceswere used to create a believable Apache helicopter in 3D ready to be
composited into the scene.
Many techniques were used to rrodel the Apache and as a matter of fact, two were modelled from
start to finish. The rnost imponant reference for creating the Apache v/as Figure 5. This image
was used asa tenplate from which to create the bulk of the model.
The whole model began as a prirritive object, a polygon cube, and was sculpted into the shape of
an Apache using the tools provided by Maya.
The main tools used in the production of the Apache are as follows:
.

Esude - The processof extending a vertex, edge or face, thereby creating additional
frces from surrounding faces.[l8] Seefigure 8.3.1.
/

Figure8.3.1- Extrusionexarnple
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Split Polygon - The Split Polygon Tool allows a polygon face to be split into one or more
polygon facesby drawing a line acrossthe facesto speci$ the location of the split.[I9] See
figure 8.3.2.

Figure 8.3.2 - SpUt Polygon example
Cut Facee- Displays a cutting line which can be interactively position in the sceneview
to specify the location of the cut on the polygon mesh. Like the split polygon tool, bur the
cut will always be completely straight.[20] Seefigure 8.3.3.

Figure8.3.3- Cut Facesexample

/
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Merge Verticee -Vertices can be merged into a single venex using the rrerge feature.
When vertices are merged, coincident edgesare also metged automatically (within a
specified threshold). Seefigure 8.3.4.

Coincdent€dges
l|tEed €utomaticaly.

Figur€ 8.3.4t2 I I - Merge Vertices example
Along with these polygon modelling tools NURBS were used in part. NURBS stand for NonUniform Rational B-spline and they can be thought of as 3D vector graphics. They use a rrethod
of mathematically describing curves and zurFacesby connecting recorded coordinates. This helps
keep the polygon count ofscenes down as a srrooth NURBS use far fewer polygons than a
polygon sphere of the same smoothness.

Z
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One of the most important parts of the rnodellingprocessis alsothe fint stage,setting up the
blueprints inside the 3D application.The referencespicture from figure 6.1.5was loadedinto
Maya to act asa template.Seefigure 8.4.1.

Figure 8.4.1 - The reference plane within the Maya interface
Then, a polygon cylinder was createdand scaledto fit the tail ofthe Apache.In vertex mode, the
front end ofthe cylinder was alsoscaledup to createa taperedeffect and severalcuts were made
acrossthe sphereso more definition could be addedlater. Seefiqure 8.4.2.

Figure 8.4.2 - The cylinder being scaled to fit the outline of the Apache

/

This mappedout the basicshapeof the back end of the Apache.The end verticeswere then
rearrangedand funher extrudedto createthe front end ofthe Apache.The front end was then
sliced to allow for greatermanipulation and the templatewas followed to createthe shape.See
figure 8.4.3.
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fig$e 8.4.3 - Ihe basic body shape of the Apache
To start modelling the inside and more detailed sections zuch as the air-intake on the roof of the
helicopter the reference pictures were needed. More geometry was added to the roof section and
a prory copy ofthe helicopter was made. This prory had a smooth and symmetry modifier added
to it. The smooth modifier keeps to the shapeof the geonetry but more geometry is added to
make, for example, corners srroother. The symmetry modifier mirrors the model and thus creates
an exact replica ofwhat is present, in this case,creating the left hand side of the Apache. Using a
rnixture of slice, cut facesand extrude, a basic shapefor the interior and roof air intake were
created.Seefizure 8.4.4.

Figu,e 8.4.4 - On the left, the smooth proxy with the symmetry modifrer. On the right, the nonsmoothed mesh
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More geornetrywas neededfor the nosesectionof the helicopter and to createthe landing gear
encasings.The referencespicturesproved extremely important in creatingthesesectionsasthey
were very poorly depictedin the template.In the nosesectiona mixture of NURB'sand polygon
objectswere usedto createthe require shapes.After referring to the referencepicturesand
adjustingvenices. Figure 8.4.5showsthe result.

Figtte8.4.5 - Modelling the nose of the Apache
Onto the engines,the pan of the enginewhich connectsthe engineto the helicopter was
modelled first. A polygon cubewas createdand cut down eachedge,seefigure 8.4.6.One ofthese
edgeswas then deletedto leavea triangular shapedobject.

Figure 8,4.6 - The cube to connect the engine to the body cut down each edge
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The insides of the engines was an extrernely corrplicated piece. It involved cutting a cube into
segmentsand scaling them to the edgesof the cube, then, the rear face of the cube was extruded
inwards and out ofthe other end ofthe cube. The whole cube was then scaleddown width vrise
to turn it into a rectangular shape.This shapewas duplicated twice to leave three copies ofthe
object to act asthe inner engines. The facesclosest to each other were deleted to allow the obiects
to be 'welded' together using the merge vertices tool to make a single object. Seefigure 8.4.7.

Figule 8.4.7 - 7he inner engine being modelled
The rest of the modelling processused all the tools listed above and the techniques discussedthus
far. Seefigures 8.4.8 through 8.4.15 for screenshotsof the rest of the modelling process.

Figu,e 8.4.8 - 7he engine connected to the body of the Apache
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Figure 8.4.9 - The smooth prory with more detail and wings added

Figrlre 8,4.10 - Adding more geometry to the body and creating the cockpit

Figure 8.4.11 - The completed and smoothed cockpit
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Figure 8.4.12 - The tail section smoothed

Figure 8.4.13 - The apache weaponssystemsmodelled

Figure 8.4.15 - The complete Apache helicopter
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The Texturing

Process - 8.5

A-fter the modelling processwas complete the Apache needed to be textured. From looking at
reference pictures ofApaches on the internet a general idea ofcolour, specularity and bumpyness
was obtained.
The way this is done is by laying out an objects IJV texture map. IJV'S are rwo-dimensional
coordinates that reside with the polygon information for a 3D surface. [rvs control the placement
ofa texnrre map on a 3D model by correlating the pixel position of the 2D texture map to the
vertex positions on the model so that the texture gets positioned (mapped) correctly.
Using Maya's IfV Texnrre Editor 3D objects have to be broken into flat sections ready for the
texture to be applied. There is no way to apply flat texnrres made in Adobe photoshop straight to
a 3D object. Each orthographic section of the object must be cut away from the rest of the obiect
and 'stitched' back together to create a flat 2D template. For example, with the Apache, the left
and right hand orthographic views were cut alvay from the top and bottom views. This allows for
textures to be applied to all orthographic views but, there will be a seambetween the right hand
view and the top and bottom views, for example, where the two textures do not cornpletely line

uP.
Figure 8.5.1 shows the lIPs being laid out within Maya.

To the left, unmappedUVs and the
cottesponding3D objecton the ight

To the left, the mapped UITs and the
corresponding 3D object on the right

Figure 8.5.1 - IrV unwrapping process
During the processof laying out the UVs a checkerboard texnrre is applied to the section of the
model being prepared for tc'rnrring. This checkerboard will show if there is any warping or any
sear$ present in the LIV layout. UVs can warp when a smooth modifier is applied to the model
and seamsoccur when IJVs have been incorrectly stitched together or not stitched at all. The
checkerboard map will make these stand out. Seefigure 8.5.2.
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Figure 8.5.2 - 3D object with checkerboard map appued and texture stretching
Once the [fVs have been laid out they are then rendered out as images.These images are then
taken into Adobe Photoshop to act as a template on which to draw the textures.
To create the textures a variety of Photoshop tools were used. These include:
.

[aye$ - Iayers are the single most important aspect of texturing in photoshop, without
Iayers it would be irrpossible to build up a texture using different effects, layer modes and
colours, all of which are essential for texturing.

o

Solid Colour fill - This fills the selectedlayer or selection with a solid colour which can
then be edited with effects, drawn on, scaledetc.

.

Hue & Satrration - The hue effect allows the colour of a layer to be altered by inputting
values. Saturation allows a colour to be in$-rsedwith more white or black. Reducing the
arnount of white in the colour often gives grungy, military colours, so this is used in this
project.

.

Brigbtne$ & Contr"st - Changeshow bright a colour or object is. Contrast is the
difference in colour from one object to another. For example, an object with low contrast
\,\rilI

.

Ievels - Rerraps the imagestonal range, Input Levels are used to reset the black, mid tone
and white points of the image's tonal range to fit more of the digital tonal range. Output
Levels resetsttre beginning and end poins of the digital tonal range to something smaller
than 0 - 255.

o

Noise - Noise is any unwanted pixels of random colour in a picture or video. These are
unavoidable artefacts recorded when taking the footage.

o

Difbreuce Clou& - The Difference Clouds filter usesrandomly generated values that
vary between the foreground and background colour in the toolbox to produce a cloud
pattern. When this filter is applied, portions of the image are inverted in a cloud pattern.

o

Brugh & Line toolc - Standard paintbrush and line creation tools.

To create the textures multiple layers were used. The first layer defined the colour ofthe Apache.
This started out as a solid colour and was then altered using the Hue & Saturation, Brightness &
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Contrast and Levels tools. The colour was picked by comparing colours created in Photoshop to
the reference Apache photographs.
The colour went through five or six stagesuntil one was picked. Early colour tests were thought
to look too brown when t€sts were conducted, this led to the colour being changed a number of
times until a highly saturated, darkened green was picked as the diffirse colour. This colour
matched up well with some ofthe reference pictures and looked convincing when applied to the
3D model. Seefigure 8.5.3.

Stagesofcolour development - Far brt is the earliest version, far ight is the final choice
Figure 8.5.3
To make the texnrre more believable more than iust a matte colour was required. From looking at
the reference pictures it is possible to seedirt, burn marks, areasof darker/lighter colour, oil
stains, bumps, rivets and many other small details all of which help make the Apache look real.
A new layer was rnade in the Photoshop document and this layer was for making the rivets and
lines seenon an Apache.Figure 6.1.5was usedextensivelyasa referenceasto where the lines and
rivets should go. Rivets were made ftorn black circles and the lines where different metal plates
overlap on the real Apache were made from black lines or boxes. These lines and circles were
applied over the backgroundcolour accordingto figure 6.1.5and the other referencepictures.
This layer also went through multiple phasesin its development until a configuration which
matched up with a real Apache and looked good on the model was found.
The next layer was the dirt/grime layer. This layer has all the dirt and burn marks etc on it. Mud
splatters were applied using custorn paint brushes downloaded from a Photoshop website. These
were coloured brown and blurred using a Gaussianblur so the edgesweren't too sharp. The mud
splatten were generally concentrated around the bottom of the helicopter.
The burn rnarks and oi1 stains were created by using a soft circular paintbrush. Someofthe brush
strokes also had their opacity lowered for a more subde effect. These marks were generally
concentrated around the rotor blades and the front and rear of the engines.
Becausethe Apaches in the reference photos are never one shade throughout, another layer was
rnade just above the diffrrse colour layer. This layer had a difference clouds effect applied to it to
create random colour variation. This layer then had a Screenblending rnode applied to it so the
areasof black blended into the diffirse colour, creating areasof darker and lighter colour. See
figure 8.5.4.
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Helicoptertexrurewith differencemapapplied
Fi$re8.5.4
The next layer wasa grime layer. This layer wasrnadeusing Photoshopsbrushtool with a soft
edgeselected.The grimewasthen blurred and madeslightly transparent.Figure8.5.5.

Helicopter temtre with grime layer added
Figrc8.5.5
The next stagewas to make the Apache appear burnpy and not perfectly smooth. The only real
way to do this other than making the actual model bumpy which would take a long time and send
the polygon count through the roof is by using bump mapping. Bump rnapping is a computer
graphics technique where each pixel refers to a height map before being rendered, so, the lighting
in the 3D scenereflects offthe texture at different angels and shadows are generated making it
Iook as though the surface of the model is bumpy.
The colour texture map created above was duplicated and turned into a black and white image.
Bump rnapswork by looking at the white and black parts of an image and it interprets the white
parts to be higher than the black parts and grey to be sornewhere in between. So, all the rivets
were turned white to make them stand out and all the lines were kept black so they would as
though they are sinking into the helicopter. To adjust the amount the rivets stood out and lines
sunk in the opacity was lowered so the white rivets/ black lines took on some ofthe propenies of
the grey diffrrse behind.
The difference cloud layer was turned offand in its place a small amount monochromatic noise
was generated, this made the surface ofthe helicopter appear bumpy and not perfectly flat. See
figure 8.5.6.
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Figue8.5.6 - Helicopter bump map texture
One last texnrre layer needed to be made after the bump map was complete and that was a
Specular Map. The specular map is another black and white map like the bump map except the
white sections ofthe image reflect more light than the darker sections. So, the areaswhere there
are din and oil stains were kept dark and the difference clouds layer was turned back on so
different parts ofthe Apache will reflect different amounts of light. As a whole, the specular map
was kept quite dull, not going above the rnid-grey range becauseApache helicopter are designed
to be quite a matt colour and not reflect light. Seefigure 8.5.7.

Figarc8,5.7 - Helicopter specular map texture
Once all the different layers had been rnade in Photoshop they needed to be applied to the
Apache in Maya. This involved using Maya's Hypershade editor.
The Hypershade editor is Maya's inbuilt temrre manager. Using the Hypershade editor it is
possible to create or load in and edit textures. To apply the textures created above a new surface
shader was created. Surface shadersare the fundamental building block which makes up a
material. There are many surface shadersbut the rwo used in this project are the Lamben and
Anisotropic shaders.
Lambert materials are a flat material qpe that gives a smooth look without specular highlights. It
calculates without taking into account surface or reflectivity, which gives a matte, chalk-like
appearance.Lamben rnaterial is ideal for surfacesthat don't have highlights, like the surface ofan
Apachehelicopter.
Anisotropic shadersstretch highlights and rotate them basedon the viewer's position. Anisotropic
materials are ideal for materials such ashair, feathers, glass,and metal. Seefigure 8.5.8.
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Fig:le 8.5.8 - An example of an Anisotropic mateial and a Lambett material
For the body of the Apache a new lambert material vr'ascreated and three file nodes were created
inside the lambert shader, this auto-creates a place2dtexture node for each file node. Seefigure
8.5.9

Figure 8.5.9 - lasrde the lambert shader, three frle nodes and three place2dtexare nodes
The fiIe nodes sirnply provide a link to *re texture file created earlier in Photoshop. The
place2dtexnrre nodes contains the lrv texture coordinates ofthe model and place the texture
defined in the fiIe node onto the model according to the lfV coordinates.
The specular and diffi.rsetexture maps can be directly assignedto the surface shader, giving the
shader the colour and specularity desired, the bump map however, needsanotJrer node called a
bump2d node. This node interpres the colours in the bump texture map as a height map and
makes different parts ofthe texture appear asthough they are standing out or going down into the
rrodel. Seefigure 8.5.10.
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Figure 8.5.10 -,41 the nodes connecting to the Iatnben surface shader
To create the texture for the giasswindows a procedural texture was created inside the
Hyryershadeeditor.
First, an Anisotropic zurface shader was imported and two ramp nodes were created inside of it,
this also created two place2dtexture nodes. One ramp was made to have a slow gradient going
from black to white and the other was just plain white. Seefigure 8.5.11.

Figule 8.5.11 - Two ramp nodes linked to an anisotropic surface shader
A samplerlnfo node was also placed inside the shader, this node provides the user with
information about each point on a surface as it is being sampled, or calculated, for rendering
purposes.This node was connected to both ramps and the anisotropic shader was then applied to
the rnodel.Seefigure 8.5.12.
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Figure 8.5.12 - The complete shader network for the glass material

L'ant L,r:i Ilarchirtg

8.5

For the project to be a zuccessthe footagefor shot I needsto be cameramatchedso the 3D model
can be animatedand look asthough it belongsin the scene.To track the scenethe footage,which
was storedasan uncompressedTiffsequence,was imported into Bouiou.Within Boujou,firstly
the virtual cameraneededto be setupto match the camerausedto film the footage.
The aperture size of the camera was input into Boujou along with the frame rate and image size.
The focal length should also have been input but unfortunately this was not recorded on the day
of filming so a bestguesshad to be rnade.
The next stagewas to track features within the scene.There are two main types of tracking, Free
Move and Nodal Pan.
Nodal Pan is a technical term that meansthe camerais rotating around its optical axis.Most often
however, the cameraswill pivot around the tripod's head pivot point and not the optical axis
meaning it is not a true nodal pan but a program like Bouiou will still be able to calculate it
correctly.[22] P103
Free Move applies to camera shots where the camera moves throughout the sceneon a track or
possiblyeven hand held. Both solutionsuseparallaxto producesolutions.Parallaxis the amount
of perspective in an image. Generally, it is used to mean the change ofperspective from one frame
to another, this is also caliedparallaxshift.[23] P265
Boujou works by tracking areasof contrast,so, if there is a white mark in front ofa black solid it
can track the movement of the white mark anl.where on the screen. This is where the golf balls
which were put throughout the scenewere used. Boujou was able to lock onto the white golf
balls, along with many other tracking points such as the corners of buildings and produce a low
quality track. The reason the track was low quality is sometimes the tracking points slips. This can
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occur if there is a point being tracked within a large area of similar contrasting pixels. Boujou
cannot tell the difference between one area of pixels from another when going between frames so
the track can slip, creating a wobble in the track.
The picture below shows a camera ttack. The crossesare the tracked points and the golden tails
shows the movement of the track point. If the camera rnove is smooth the tails should to be a
smooth 1ine. If there is a wobbly line these track poinr must be deleted in every frame to ensure a
good track. In this project all the tracking points had srnooth tails. SeeFigure 8.6.1.

Figue 8.6.1 - Track points and their tails within Boujou
Once all the track points are smooth it is time to do a camera solve. This further analysesthe
tracked poins and choosessome ofthem on which to basethe final camera movements. It is
possibleto increasethe sensitiviry ofa camerasolveto include more or lesstrackiDgpoints.
Once the camera solve is complete the scenewill be fulI of gold and blue dots. The Gold dots are
the tracking markers being used in the current frame selection and the blue ones are tracks not
currently in use.Seefigure 8.6.2.
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Figure 8.6.2 - .B1ueand gold tracking markers within Boujou
The camera solve provided by Boujou was not perfect. To solve this, scene geometry was added in
Boujou. The first piece of geometryto add is a 3D object. This object can be attachedto a track
point and then, ifthe footage is played through it should be obvious ftom the 3D object if the
sceneis tracked properly. If the object stays static within the scenethe track is good, if it slides or
wobbles the track needsrefining.
To refine the track multiple track points can be selectedthat are known to be on a plane with one
another. Bouiou can then be told that the selectedpoints are on a plane and take that into
consideration when creating the camen solve. Another way is to select two tracking points which
you know the distance between. For example, the length between each golf ball to each othet golf
ball was rneasuredon the day of filming so track points attached to the golf balls were selected
and Bouiou was told the distance between the points.
All the above had to be done to make a good track for this project. After the quality of the track
was acceptablethe scenewas exportedasa Maya scenefi1eand openedin Maya.
Once in Maya, the Boujou file provides the background image sequence,the recorded footage is
played within the Maya interface,the camerais setupto the samespecificationaswas defined
within Boujou and the tracking points are displayed as Maya reference markers.
The scene must first be orientated within Maya, becauseof how the sceneis exported ftom
Boujou sornetimesit is at 90 degreesto the Maya grid, but this is an easyfix, simply rotating the
scene90 degreesin the opposite direction. Then, using the reference markers, the markers which
should be on the floor are orientated to be flat against the Maya grid. Seefigure 8.6.3.
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Figure 8.6.3 - The Boujou scene orientated within Maya
Once the sceneis orientated correctly 3D geornetry must be added. For this project a plane will be
create in the sceneover the tarmac seen in the irnage sequenceto act as the floor. Using the
reference rnarkers the plane must be positioned in such a way that it is locked in place over the
tarmac. The plane does not move in 3D space,it is a static obiect and it's the irnage sequenceand
camera that pans down in the scene.Getting the plane in the exact position where the tarmac
should be was an extremely time consuming exerciseand required hours of tweaking as the
reference markers can only be used asa rough estirnate of where in the sceneit needs to be. See
figure 8.6.4.

Figure 8.6.4 - Theplane in position within Maya
After ttre plane was locked in position where the tarmac should be the helicopter needed to be
animated.
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Animation

- 8.7

Animating in Maya is done by the use of Keyfrarres. Keyframe animation is where keframes are
placed on cenain frames witJrin the scene.A keyframe stores information on the objects atuibutes
such as position and scale.If two keyframes are placed on the timeline with different attributes,
Maya will automatically interpolate berween the ke/rames to get the obiect from one position to
another in the required amount of time.
The animation needed to be the length of the recorded footage. To ensure the helicopter landed at
the right time a keyframe was placed at the end of the footage and the helicopter was moved into
its landing position on the plane. Using the image sequencewithin Maya the starting position was
also chosen. It was important to get the starting position correct becauseotherwise the helicopter
would look too big or too small to begin with and have to rrove too quickly or too slowly to get to
the end position.
More key.frameswere added to refine the animation and to keep it looking believable against the
background image sequence.Once the basic animation was corrplete it had to be refined using
the Maya cuwe eilitor shown in figure 8.7.1.

Figue 8.7.f - The Maya cuwe editor
The cuwe editor allows the user to alter everything about an animation but it was mosdy used to
add small detailed movernent such as the helicopter being caught in a gust of wind or a small
wobble when coming in to land. It can also be used to change the speedof movement. When
Maya interpolates between two keyframes it will do it via the fastest route possible which is a
straight line and objects vary rarely move or acceleratein a linear fashion in the real world. This
is when the curves can be used to create more realistic motion by increasing and decreasing
speed.
During the anirnation of the helicopter landing, after placing the keyframes at the beginning and
end, one was placed roughly % of the way through for when the helicopter should stop rnoving
forwards and begin its decent to t}re floor. At this time the animation was all looking very linear,
like the helicopter was attached to a string. To make it less linear the animation curve editor was
used to make it look as though the helicopter is caught in a cross-wind; it sways as it comes into
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land and doesn'tcome in totally flat. Little detailshelp to rnakeit look more believableand more
Iike how a real Apachelands.
One of the hardestparts of creating a realistic animation was the landing. When a helicopter the
sizeand weight ofan Apache landsthere is enormousstresson the landing gear.To show this
stressthe landing gearwas animatedseparatelyto the rest ofthe helicopter.As the wheels touch
the ground a key{ramewas addedto the position of the wheels,this was so the body of the
helicopter continuesto move downwardswhile the wheels stay stationary.Along with this, the
body's downward motion was slowed using the curve editor, making the motion take longer over
time. This createdthe effect ofsuspensiontaking the weight of the helicopter. Of course,with
suspension,once the springstake the weight ofthe object *ley should spring back up a little. To
animate this the body was raised over a few fiames and the curve editor was used to make the
motion slovr'to begin with, asthe springsbegin to push the helicopter up, speedup asthey take
the strain and then slow down again as they reach the maximum weight they can lift.
Another large pan of the animation was the rotor blades.Thesewere the easiestbit ofthe
animation. AII that had to be done was selectthe rotors and tell them to spin quickly between the
first and the last ke1&ames. A few different setting were tried out before a realistic speedwas
decided upon but this was a straightforward process.
The last pan of animation for the proiect was opening the door for the pilot to get out. The idea
was that the door should be on someson of hydraulic systemso it would be quite linear
comparedto ifa personwas to push it open.The basiclinear animation was appliedusing
keyframesand the animation curveswere altered to give it a slow in slow out feel. This meansthe
door beginsto open slowly, speedsup asit swingsopen and then slowsdown againgradually asit
opensto its maximum angle.
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Lighting the scenewas a long process.Within Maya there are a number of different standard
lights and theseare:
.

Spodight - By the definition, this is like a spotlight or torchLight.A circle of light is
emitted from the sourceand it follows the inversesquarelaw. Seefigure 8.8.1.

A sphere rendered using Maya's defauk lighting

A sphere rendered using a Maya spotlight

Figure 8.8.1
.

Directional Light - The directional light ernits light only in the direction it is pointing but
not in a beam.Anything which is in the path ofthe directional light will be evenly lit. It
is a good sun emulator. Seefigure 8.8.2.

A sphere rendered using Maya's
) ^t^..1.

A sphere rendered using a Maya
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Figure8.8.2
Volume Ligbt - Has a visible range ofinfluence that allows the user to seeexactlywhere the light
dies out. By default, the light intensity falls offlinearly from the light's centrepoint to the visible
outer boundary.This type of iight is ideal for interior lighting, becauselights should fadewith
distance.Seefizure 8.8.3.
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A sphere rendered using Mayak defauk
Lighting

A sphere rendered using a Maya
volume light

Figure 8.8.3
Area Light - The arealight doesnot come flom an infinitely srnallpoint in spacelike the
spotlight. The arealight emits light from a rectangularareain spacewhich can be scaled.
Area lights give shadowswhich softenwith distanceand is good for interior rendering.
Seefizure 8.8.4.

A sphere rendered using Maya's default lighting

A sphere rendered using a Maya area light

Figure 8.8.4
.

Poitrt Light - Unlike the Directional light, which haslight rays that are parallel to each
other, a Point light castsrays of light evenly in every direction from a point. point lights
are sometimesusedfor simulating omni directional light sources,such aslight bulbs. See
fizure 8.4.5.
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A sphere rendered using Maya's defauh lighting

A sphere rendered using a MaTa point light

Figure 8.4.5
Another important pan of rendering is picking the right rendering software. Maya corneswith
three default renderers.Theseare:
.

Maya Hardware Renderer- Usesthe computersGPU to render

o

Maya Software Renderer - Mainly used for panicle renders

.

Mental Ray - Enables raltracing which is a technique for generating an image by tracing
the path of light through pixels in an imageplane. Raytracingis capableofproducing
photorealisticirnages.
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The rendering setup was extremely important in making the helicopten believable. Within the
render setup menu there are tens of options to choose from. Some of ttre most important options
are:
.

EiDel Gath€r - This is an effect available only when using Mental Ray and it uses
Raytracing. Final Gather calculates the diffrse reflections oflight rays within a scene.
Diffrrse reflections are the effects ofreflected light which have bounced off one surface
onto another dimrse zurface. This happens in real life so it is inrponant to take this into
account when trying to make a realistic scene.Final Gather light calculations are divided
into two components:
l.

Directlllumination:

(drredbnar lEhr)

Directllluminatioo

$gun 8.8.6 [24] - Direct lllumination
2. Indirectlllumination:

5!nllght

Indir€at Ill!mination

figut€ 8.8.7 [25] - Indirect Illumination
Final Gatherfirst calculatesthe direct illurrination in the sameway a normal renderer
would. In this stagethe basiclight distribution acrossa sceneis calculated.
It is in the secondstage,Indirect lllumination, that Final Gatherreally comesinto its own,
It determinestle light intensity at any given point by examiningthe colour valuesfound
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within the hemispherearound that point. This is addedto the light intensity calculated
from the direct illurnination.

Motion BIur - Occurseverywherewe look in real life where fast moving objectsare
concemed.Motion blur blurs fast moving objectssuch asif a hand is waved or rotors on a
helicopter spinning. Seefigure 8.8.8.

Helicooter with no motion blur

Helicopter with motion blur

Figure 8.8.8 - Motion blur example
Anti -aliasing - Becausepixels are square, it is impossible to obtain a true soft edge as
would be seenin real life, ifyou zoom into the pixels far enoughyou will seea line of
squareblocks.Anti-aliasing blurs this line so the edgeis not asdefined to give a softer,
more realistic edge.This is shown in figure 8.8.9.

Figure 8.8.9 126l- Anti-aliasing example
.

Rayttacing -Raytracing is the tracking of rays of light asthey passthrough transparent
objectssuch asglass.As the rays passthrough the material they will get refractedand
refractionswill only be traceda cenain amount of times. Seefigure 8.8.10.
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Figue 8.8.f0 [27] - Raytracing example
.

Image Size - This is the resolution of the output image. For this project they will need to
match the imagesizeof the recordedfootagewhich is HD 1920x 1080.

.

Image File Output - This specifies the output image format. There are many different
options such asjpeg, tiff or rnovie formats such as avi and mov.

To light the helicopter sceneextensive testing was done using all the lights above. As stated
previously, lighting the helicopter is an exuernely imponant pan of the production process.From
the camera tracking, the scenein Maya still has the filmed footage in the background, this acted
as a helpful guide, displaying what the lighting looked like on the day of fikning.
The lighting in the 3D scenewas designed to light the model in a way that matched the lighting
conditions on the day, after the lighting tess had been conducted it was decided to light the scene
using Area lights and Final Gather. The cornbination ofthe two tools gave a very realistic outdoor
lighting solution.
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LIGHTING TT:S'IS_ 8.9
On the day of fil-nring the lighting at the location was unusual. The sky was completely white
with clouds and there were no gaps.Whereas long shadowswould generally be expected at 3pm
in the afternoon on this day there were almost no shadows and a very arnbient, linear light. This
is a challenge to match in 3D becausenone of the standard lights on their own will match these
conditions.
Mental Ray was chosen as the rendering engine due to its speedand ability to use the Final
Gather fulction.
To begin, an ambient light source rrr'asadded, this is shown in figure 8.9.1.

Figule 8.9,1 - Maya rcene lit with an anbient light
As can be seen, the shadowsare very intense and the colour of the helicopter looks a little
saturated. The arnbient light was removed and a direction light was put in its place. Seefigure
8.9.2.
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Figre 8.9.2 - Maya scenelit with a directional light
Using the directional light the shadowslook more defined and the coloursappearbrighter, this is
a much better result than with the ambient light. Although this result is a good one, the area light
was tried next. Seefigure 8.9.3.

Ergate 8.9.3 - Maya scenelit with an area light
The coloursare lessvivid with the arealight and the shadowsare even softer than with the
directional light. Had the conditions been sunny the directional light would have been chosen
but, to match the filming conditions the arealight was chosenasthe main light sourceafter this
test.
The next phaseof lighting was to light the object evenly, by looking at figure 8.9.3it can be seen
that the tail sectionis a lot darker than the cockpit. This was fixed with the addition of two more
arealights, tuming on final gather and creatinga spherearound the scenefor the Lightsto bounce
off. Seefigure 8.9.4.
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Ergare 8.9,4 - Maya scenelit with three area light and Final Gather
Turning on final gather has made the image dark, this is due to the ca.lculation of light bounces.
Also, the three lights are castingthree shadowswhich is incorrect asthere should only be one.
Shadowsfor all three arealights were turned off and a single spotlight was added.Seefigure 8.9.5.

Fig;re 8.9.5 - Maya rcene lit with three area lights, Final Gather and one shadow
The sceneis now looking much lighter with soft shadows beneath the helicopter which is exactly
what is required. However, the tail is still dark and the colour of the helicopter itself is not
pronounced. This was fixed by adding two point lights. All the lights in the scenewere then
given coloured shadesto rnatch the colour ofthe lighting to the background.Seefigure 8.9.6.
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Fi,gm 8.9.6 - Maya sceneLit with three area Eghts, Final Gather and wo point lights
The Iighting for the scenewas now complete, figure 8.9.7 shows how the lights were configured
in the sceneto give maxirnum illumination. Seefigure 8.9.7.

Figun 8.9.7 - Lighting serup within the Maya interhce
(seeAppendix One Figure 8.9.7 for high res.)
As can be seenin figure 8.9.7, the directional lights have been arranged in an arc to provide the
maximum amount of light coverage. The closest directional light is the weakest in intensity and
the other lights placed further away have a higher intensity basedon their distance from the
target object. This createsa rrore ambient light.
The two point lights have different intensities also, the closer point light is coloured pinvred and
has a low intensity, this was in an attempt to match the colour ofthe sceneto the colour of the
footage. The other point light is slighdy more intense and has a blue tint.
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Renderingcan be an extremely time consurningprocess,especiallywhen there is a high polygon
object and lighting involved. The helicopter in the project is fairly 1owpoly (about 100,000)but
the scenedoesinclude three lights and Final Gather.Final Gather is an extrernelyprocessing
intensive task asit calculateslight ray bouncesand this will take a long tirne.
A comprornisemust be madewhen planning a render betweentirne and quality. For this sceneto
appearbelievableit needsMotion Blur, Anti-Aliasing and Raytracingbut by editing the settings
within eachofthese categoriesand performing many tens oftest renders,a quick yet high quality
solution was found.
To obtain the greatestamount of control in the compositingstageof the project the 3D scenewas
renderedout in three separatepasses,one for the diffi.rsecolour, one for specularityand one for
shadows.This meanseachattribute can be edited separatelyin post-productionand will give the
best result ifused properly, the only downsideof this is it will triple the total render time. The
other option was to render all the passesout in one file, this would be a quicker option but give
almost no control in postproduction.For example,if the specularlevel was thought to be too high
in post,there would be very little that could be done to fix this problem, whereasifeach passis
separatethe specularlayer can be turned down.
The files will be renderedout as .TIFF imagescontaining RGBA information. RGB are the Red,
Green and Blue colour channelsand the A is the Alpha channel.The alpha channelis extremely
irnponant for post-productionwork in After Effects.The alpha channel containstransparency
inforrnation. Everything that is white is opaqueand everything black is transparent.This will be
usedextensivelywhen compositingthe helicopter onto the recordedbackgroundfootage.see
figures8.10.1through8.10.4.

Figre 8.10.1 - Helicopter Alpha Channel
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Figtre 8,70,2 - Helicopter Red Channel

Figte 8.70.3 - Helicopter Green Channel

Figure 8.10.4 - Helicopter Blue Channel
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Compositing

- 8.1 I

The compositing stageof this project is all done in Adobe After Effects. During the compositing it
was decided that shots I and 2 did not cut together correcdy, it looked wrong when going
between the two shots so it was decided to extend shot 1 to include shot 2. So the actor jumping
out the helicopter is now filmed from the position of shot l.
For shot l, first the filmed footage rvas imponed (the slow pan down from dre sky) and placed
into a new composition with the settings shown in figure 8. 1I .l

Figurc 8.11.1 - Adobe After Effects composition setthgs dialogue
This setsup a new HD working area inside After Effects. The next step is to drag the imported
background footage into the work area. This rnakesthe footage appear o[ screen and allows it to
be edited.
Next, the .TIFF sequencesof the rendered 3D scenewere imported to the work area, the timings
were matched up to that of the background footage and the layers were organised as follows,
shadow layer, specular Iayer then diftrse layer. The shadow layer had a 'Difference' layer mode
applied to it. This makes invisible any areasof the current selectedlayer that ate the sameasthe
Iayer below and any areasof difference visible, so in this caseit will cast shadows over the Iayen
below. The shadow layer passwas in fact done q/ith rwo separatepasses.One passfor the shadows
being cast by the body e.g. wings and wheels and another passfor the shadows made by the rotor
blades. This was done to have more contol over the density of the shadows.
For example, the body was casting a large dark shadow on the floor which did not fit the scene,
due to having two passesit was possible to tone these shadows down while keeping the lighter
shadows cast by the rotor blades highly defined.
Both the shadow layers had their opacity turned down to make them more transparent and also
had a Gaussianblur applied to them to soften the edges.
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The specular layer had an 'Add' layer mode applied, this simply addsthe two over\ing pixel
values together to create the finished result, so the specularity is added to the diffi:se layer
beneath it. The diffrrse layer on the bottom of the stack was left with a 'normal' layer mode,
which meansit behavesnormally.
The effect of eachlayer on the sceneis shown in figure 8.11.2through 8.11.7.

Figure8.11.2- Cleanplate
(SeeAppendixFig.8.11.2for high res.)

Figue 8.11.3- Diffitselayerpass
(SeeAppendixFig.55 for high res.)
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Figlre8.ll.A

- Diffiise and Specdar layer pass

(SeeAppendix Fig. 8.11.4for high res.)

Figurre8.11,5 - Dzffrse Specular and Body Shadow layer pass
(SeeAppendix Fig. 8.11.5for high res.)
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Figure 8.11.6 - Diffuse, Specular,Body Shadow and Rotor Shadow layer pass
(SeeAppendixFig.8.1I .6 for high res.t
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Figure 8.11.7 - The Alter Effects layer stack
The next stagewas to replacethe sky in shot 1. To do this an alpha map of the backgroundlayer
was made,this meant converting the sky to a completeblack colour (transparent)and the
buildings etc to white (opaque).A duplicate copy of the backgroundlayer was made and using the
Levelsand Hue and Saturationtools an adequatealpha map was made.Seefigure 8.11.8.
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Figue 8.1f .8 - Ihe alpha map of the footage
This only neededto be a rough map; becauseofthe colour ofthe sky it was impossibleto get total
blacks and totals whites in the shot. So, aswell asusing an alpha map a mask was also used to cut
out the sky. This mask was anirnated over time using keyframe animation to keep it 'stuck' to the
edgesof the building. When this was cornplete the new sky was imponed and figure 8. 11.9 shows
the final result.

Figute 8.11.9 - The rcene with the sky replaced
As can be seenin figure 8.11.9,the sky is in placebut doesnot fit into t}re scene.The whole scene
needs colour correcting to rnake it believable. The background footage was colour corrected using
the 'Colour Balance' and 'Hue and Saturation' tools. The sky is very grey and leans towards the
blue side of the spectrum, the colour is also quite washed out. So, to recreate this, the saturation of
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the background was taken down to make it look almost black and white, then the reds and greens
were lowered and the blues slightly boosted.Figure 8.11.10showsthe final rezult.

Figule 8.lf.f0

- 7he rcene with colour correcrion

The helicopter alsohad to be colour correctedto fit into the new look of the scene.This was done
by tweaking the colour settings on the Diffi:se layer and lowering the opacity ofthe specular level
so the helicopter appearslessshiny. The result is shown in figure 8.11.11and 8.11.12.

Figun 8.11.f1 - Helicopter with no colour correction

Figse8.ll.l2

- Helicopter with colour correction
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For shot I the blue screen and zurroundings had to be keyed out of the blue screen footage. This
was done by importing the footage into After Effects and using the Keylight function. What
keylight doesis any pixel ofa defined colour transparent.So,ifit is told to get rid of a blue colour
flom a blue screen it will do so and allow you to seethe layer behind the screen. Seefigures
8.11.13
and 8.11.14.

Figure8.11.13- aelore

Figure8,ll.l4 - ,4:ter

In figure 8.11.15the table the actor is sitting on has alsobeen taken out the scene.This was
masked out using a key{ramed mask. Masking is the processof cutting something out of a scene.
Here the table hasbeen'cut out'of the footage.The red line in figure 8.11.15showsthe mask.

Figure 8.11.15 - ,actur w'ith table and background removed
This footagewas then imponed into the samesceneasthe rest of shot 1 and the blue screen
footage v/as scaleddown so the actor would fit inside the helicopter. The blue screen footage was
then colour correctedto match the rest of the footage.Seefigures 8.11.16and 8.11.17.
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Actor with no Colour Corection

Actor with Colour Conection

Figure8.1l.16

Figure 8.11.17

The next stageof shot I was to key in the new sky. At this point the sky was a still irnageand did
not move with the sceneso it looked very strangeasthe building appearedto passit by. To make
the sky picture move with the scenepan of the backgroundscenehad to be motion tracked.
Motion tracking in After Effectsis much the sameas3D tracking in Boujou.A point in the scene
is chosenand AIter Effectsis told to keeptrack of how thosepixels move throughout the
animation. The point picked for tracking has to be high contrastso for this one of the golfballs
was chosen.
After Effectsrecordedthe motion of the golfball throughout the animation and this movernent
data was applied to the sky image.This locked the imageof the sky to the position of the golf ball
in every frarneof the sequenceso the sky moved with the rest of the scene.Seefigures 8.11.18
and8.11.19.

Selecting the goE ball as the tracking point

Figure8.11.18

Grev line shows the oath of motion

Figue 8.11.19

Another problem with the sky is that it is a still irnage.A differencebetween a still imageand a
piece ofvideo is the video has noisewhich changeseachframe and a still image doesnot. When a
still imageis embeddedwith video it is be instantly noticeabledue to this lack of defects.So,to
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solve this problem noise or grain can be added using After Effects. The 'Add Grain' tool was
applied to the sky and using the customisable settings the noise was made to rratch that of the rest
of the image.
Shots 3 and 4 were assembledand colour corrected just as shot 1. The big difference in shots 3 and
4 is the masking. In shots 3 and 4 the actor is jumping off a ladder and walking out of view of the
carrera. In shot 3 the helicopter has to be put in the scenebehind the actor and it is the same
situation in shot 4. The only way to accorrplish this in the caseof this project is to rrask the actor
out. This is an extremely time conzuming and labour intensive processbut it is the only way to
get good results.
To mask the actor out in both scenesdifferent maskswere used for his head, body, right and Ieft
arm and right and Ieft leg. Although this may sound like more work, it is actual a far rrore
efficient work flow to manage six different masksthan one large one. Seefigure 8.11.20.

Figule 8.ff.20 - The actor being masked
The maskswere keyftame animated over time and Bezier points were used to keep the mask close
to the edge of the actor. Bezier points are points in the mask which have been converted into a
corner containing tangent handles. These tangent handles can be manipulated to curve the mask.
Due to the nature of the movement it was very hard ifnot impossible for After Effects to correcdy
interpolate between frames, but by placing a keyframe at the beginning ofthe sequenceand at the
next point where the movement drastically changes,A.fter Effects at least gets the mask
somewhere close to where it should be and this doesspeedup the masking process.
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Once the masking was complete, motion blur was applied to the footage which ever so slightiy
bluned the edgesof the actor. This concealed the fact it was a separatepiece of footage from the
background. Another Effects which helps to conceal the cut is feattrering. Feathering takes place
starting ftom the line ofthe mask and cteatesa gradient going frorn transparentto opaqueover a
specified amount of pixels, in this caseroughly 2 pixels. This effect softens the edge between the
two piecesof footage.Seefigures8.11.21and 8.11.22.

Actors arm with no motion blur

Figure8.11.21

Actors arm with motion blur

Figure8.1122

To add a further level of realisrr to the scenethe leaveson the ground need to be animated. On
the day of filrning, shots ofa man witJr a leaf blower running throughout the shot blowing leaves
were recorded. These shots were edited in After Effects so the timing of the blowing leaves
correspondedwith the helicopter coming into land so it looked like the helicopter was blowing
the leaves.
The leaf shotswere duplicatedand placedso they coveredthe landing area.To completely cover
the areathe shotswere rnaskedand cut to size.Seefigures8.11.23and 8.11.24.

Figue 8.1f ,23 - Original Footage

Figue 8.11.24 - Fooage with animared leaves
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Sorneof the rnaskswere scaled down, some scaledup and some had their opacity altered to hide
the fact they were duplicates ofeach other. Currently, the leaf shots included the leavesand their
background, which in this casewas the floor and grassin some cases.The background needed to
be keyed out to just leave the leaves.This was done by making an alpha map of the footage. This
alpha map needed to by more accurate than the one used for the sky earlier in the project.
First, the footage was duplicated and, using the Hue/Saturation controls the Yellows, Blues,
Greens, Cyans and Magentas were removed leaving iust the reds. The reds were tweaked to leave
as rnuch ofthe leavesaspossible and drop as nany ofthe other reds in the scene.Seefigure
8.11.25.

Figue 8.11.25 - .Footagewith aII colour bar the red range removed
Still using the Hue/Saturationtool, the reds were convened into whites. Seefigure 8.11.26.

Figue 8.f f .26 - Reds converted into whites
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Using the levelstool the gammawas lowered to rernoveeven more of the background.Seefigure
8.11.27.

Figure 8.11.27 - Scenedarkened to bring out the whites
The other duplicate ofthe layer was colour correctedto match the rest of the sceneand the layers
Track Mat was set to luminance.This meansthe black sectionsofthe imagewill be transparent
and the white sectionswill be opaqueasdefined by the alpha map.
After this processwas complete,it was decidedthat there was not enoughfootageof blowing
leavesto make the shot believabie.At this stagethere were two options.The first was to create
fake leavesin Maya and the secondwas to try and find stock footageof blowing leaves.
Stock footageis footagerecordedby a companywhich is then sold to vFX artistsfor use in video
effectsshots.Sincethis project was to a strict timefiarne, it was decidedto look for stock footage
of leavesinsteadof making cG leavesin Maya which could have taken a week to two weeks to
accomplish.After searching,stock footageof blowing leaveswas found on www.arrbeats.com.
Artbeats are a companywhich provide royalty free stock footagewhich is perfect for a project of
this nature. The stock footagewas bought, an alpha rnapwas createdfor it and it was cornposited
into the scene.Seefizure 8.11.28
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Figure 8.11.28 - Z eaf composite complete
(SeeAppendix One Fig 8.11.28for High Res.Velsion)
The stock footage was duplicated a number of times throughout the sceneto provide better leaf
coverage ofthe whole area. Every duplicate was masked to hide the edgesof the footage and some
was made more transparent than others to hide the fact they were duplicates.
The next stagefor all the shots was to add dust panicles. To simulate the landing of a helicopter
the particles would have to be frantic and chaotic. Stock footage of dust particles being blown
acrossa camera was chosen as the best method for ponraying the effect. The footage was again
acquiredfrom www.artbeats.com.The footagewas addedto the compositeand screenedover all
the other layers. This means the black parts of the image are turned tmnsparent and the white
stays solid. The footage was duplicated and time remapped in the After Effects to last the entire
Iength of the sequence.It was alsomadeslightly transparentand darkenedusing the levels tool.
This panicular piece of footage was also used on shots 3 and 4 for consistency.
The penultirnate stagefor all the shots was airbrushing. Every frame in the proiect so far contains
small details which are not wanted in the final composite, these are the white golf balls, the two
white markers and, in shot 3, the ladder the actor jurnps off. All these objects must be airbrushed
out of eachframe. This is a time consurningand tediousprocess.
For shot three the background was taken into Photoshop and using the Clone Starnp tool the
airbrushing or cloning processbegan. Cloning works by selecting an area in the image you wish to
duplicate,in this casethe wal behind the ladder or the ground. It then requiresthe user to paint
over the undesired obiect and to try and keep the duplication as inconspicuous aspossible. See
figures8.11.28and 8.11.29.
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Figure 8.11.28 - 5}1ot 3 with the )adder and goE balls

Figure 8.f f.29 - Snot 3 with the ladder and gold balls removed
For shot three this image was then imponed back into A_fterEffects and used as the background
for the shot with the grain effect added to it to hide the fact it was a still image. For shots 1 and 4
the objects had to be rernoved frame by ftame using the sameprocesswithin A-fter Effects.
After reviewing the footage so far it was decided that the leaveson the ground in the original
footage should be rernoved. This was becausethose leavesare static. The static leavesneeded to be
removed to keep the scenerealistic, becausethese leaveswould have been blown away by the
helicopter.
At first, a still irnage from the original footage sequencewas taken into Adobe Photoshop and the
leaveswere removed using the Patch and Clone Starnp tools. This did not produce the desired
effect, the ground looked as though it had been duplicated (which it had). This was due to there
not being enoughtarmac in the shot to clone. This is shown in figure 8.11.30
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Figure 8.f 130 - Shot I with cloned floor
The problem was finally solved by using Maya. The ground plane which had been used earlier to
help track the footage was altered to exactly match the landing spaceand the planes Ws were
laid out ready to texture using the sameprocessasused when texturing the Apache.
These UVs were exponed into Adobe Photoshop and was covered with duplicates ofa tarmac
texture. This tarmac texture had very basic colour correction applied to it within Photoshop.
The texture was then applied to the plane in Maya and the sequencewas rendered out.
Once back in After Effects,first, the new sequencewas imponed and further colour correction
was usedto match the plane with the scene.Becausethe footagehad been tracked using Boujou
and Maya, the plane was perfectly placed with no alterations.
A mask was applied to the plane with a feather of about 20 pixels. Feathering applies a gradient
which begins at the line ofa mask. The gradient starts at opaque and slowly moves down to
totally transparentover a defined number ofpixels, in this case,20pixels.This hides the harsh
edgesof the plane and createsthe illusion it belongsin the scene.This however, did not work as
planned. The rnask itself had to be tracked onto the footage and this was extremely difficult and
neededalrnostcornpletemanual tracking which was very time consuming.Insteadof wasting
time traclcing the footage, Maya was opened and using the Hypershade editor the material for the
ground texture was given an opacity map. An opacity map works in the sameway as an alpha
map. It is a black and white imagewhich definesareasof transparency.The opacity map was
created in Photoshop with a soft edge brush which produces the sameeffect as a feathered rnask
in After Effects. This was then rendered out and colour corrected in A-fter Effects. The final result
is shown in fizure 8.11.30.
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Figure 8.11.30- Shot 1 with feathered3D floor
The rnaskwas then tracked within After Effectsso it stayedin the sarneplacethroughout the
scene.
The final stagefor all three shotswas to add camerashake.Camerashakemoyesthe image on
screenon both the X and Y axis.It can alsobe told to rotate the footageever so slightly. Using
After Effects'Wiggler tool the footagecan be automaticallyshakento give the effect the camerais
trembling in a personshandsor being blown by the wind the helicopter is creating.
First, the current compositionis selectedand a new compositionis createdwith the cunent one
within it. Then, keyfiamesare placedon the Position and Rotation transform options at the
beginning and end ofthe footageasshown in figure 8.11.30.

Figre 8.11.30 - Keyframesplaces at the beginning and end of the shot
Next, using The Wiggler, a liequency and magnitudeis selected.Frequencyis how rnany times/
secondthe footagemovesand magnitudedefinesby how rnany pixels. Seefigure 8.11.31.
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Figue 8.f 131 - The Wiggler options
The noise type option was set to jagged for a rougher movernent and then the edgesof the footage
were mirrored using the Mirror Edgestool. It is essential to mirror the edgesbecauseotherwise
the footage will move and leave black spaceswhere there is not enough footage to filI the
window.
Once The Wigger tool is applied, it adds keyframes according to the set frequency which is
defined by the rnagnitude. This creates random movement.
More often than not, using The Wiggler on its own is not enough, it will not create the conect
effect. The keyframes it added automatically will have to be manually edited frarne by frame to
createthe desiredeffect. Figure 8.11.32showsthe end rezult.

Figun 8.f 132 - The Wiggler appliedand edited
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Figue 8.1f .29 - Snot I - Final Composite
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Figure 8.1f.30 - Slrot 3 - Final Composite
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Figure8.11.31- Shot4 - FinalComposite
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T E S T I NG - 1 O

Technical testing was done as the project was being produced Such as checking the model
animates as expected, making sure tle camera track holds its position and checking all the masks
and alpha channels work correcdy in A-fter Effects.
Technically, the project is completely sound and it work as expected and as planned. The main
test for this project however is to show the final product to viewers and take a record of their
opinion. This was done by showing the completed footage to a group ofviervers and getting them
to fill out a questionnaire. The questionnaire is shown overleaf.
,/
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Ql. Was the shot believable?Pleasecircle a number l-10 (1 = Not at all, 10 = Very)
|
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Q2. Was there anything that struck you ils wrong or out of place in the shot? Pleasecircle Yes or;

No.

\ $

n

v'a.!-}
Yes

No

If your answer was Yes, pleasedescribe the problem below:

Q3. Was the editing suitable for the shot? Pleasecircle Yes or No.
Yes

No

If your answer was No, pleasedescribe the problem below:

Q4. What did you like best about the shot?

Q5. What was your least favourite aspectof the shot?

Q6. Overall, how would you rate the shot out of 10?Pleasecircle a nurnber 1-10 (l = Not at all, 10

=Very)

72345678910
Thank you for taking pan in this questionnaire.
The results of the questionnaire were collated and will be evaluated in the evaluation section.
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After analysing the results of question one, 10/10 people thought the shot was between 7 and
l0/10 in believability. Two peoplerated it 7/10, three people8/10, four people9/10 and one
person 10/10.
This provesthe shot was believable,with 80o/oof the viewers rating it 8/10 or higher. These
results are shown in figure 1I . I .
01. Wasthe shotb6lisvable?
Pleasecirclea number'l-10{1 = Notat

(

Figuref1.1 - Resuls ofquestion one
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Question two asked if there was anl.thing that looked out of place or like it did not belong in the
scene.8/10 peoplesaidthere was nothing that looked out of placeand 2/10 saidthere was
somethingwrong.
Both the viewers who answered yes pointed out that the colour of the helicopter changed siighdy
between shot 1 and the following close-up shot. After viewing the footage, the helicopter was
further colour corrected to compensate.A-fter the changes,the viewers were shown the new
footageand 10/10peoplesaid there was nothing out ofplace. The first set of resultsare shown in
figure 11.2.
02. Was lh€re anylhing thet strucl you as wong or out of place in th€
shot?

Figun 11.2 - Resrlrs ofquestion two
Question three asked if the editing was suitable for the shot, rneaning the cuts between the three
scenes.8/10 peoplesaid there was no problem with the cuts, but 2ll10peoplesaidthere was. The
two users both said the problern was with the cut between the first and second scene.The second
shot was thought to be too shon and hard to seewhat's going on becauseit is on screenfor such a
short amount of time. After this feedback, shot 2 was extended by roughly half a secondin an
attempt to solve this problem.
After the alteration, the footage was shown to the viewers again and they agreed the extension
helped but the camera cut is still not perfect. Unfortunately there is nothing that can be done in
post production to fixed a carneracut, but 800/oof the test subiects said there were no editing
problems and that is a huge majority so it can still be stated that the editing was a success.
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Q.uestionfour askedwhat the viewers liked best about the video. The majority of the viewen said
their favourite sectionwas the first shot asthe helicopter comesin and especiallywhen the
cockpit opensand the actor jumps out of the helicopter.
It was stated that the first shot was very atmospheric and captivating and the following two shots
rounded offthe scenewell.
Question five asked the viewers what their least favourite aspectofthe scenewas. The two areas
which were focused on in this section vr'erethe camera cut mentioned in question three and one
person noted that the camera shake in the second shot may be slightly too vigorous.
The camera cut was dealt with asmuch aspossible using the methods stated in question three and
after speaking to the user who pointed out the carnerashake it became apparent he thought the
shake was intended to co-inside with the pilot hitting the ground, which would not shake the
camera asmuch as it was shfing. In actual fact the camera shake was supposedto create the
effect of wind and turbulence underneaththe rotor bladesand, sinceonly l/10 people
misunderstoodthe shake,it was not altered.
Q.uestionsix asked the users to give the overall project a mark out of 10. Four users gave the
footage8/10 and six gaveit 9/10.
This is an extremely positive outcome for the project with it not being rnarked below 800/oby the
viewers. Becausethis project was aimed at viewers the fact they have rated it so highly leads me
to believe this project was a success.
Figure 11.3displaysthe resultsfor questionsix.
06. Ovomll. how would vou lat€ the shol out of 10?

5

Figure f13 - Qtexion six resuln
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C ON C LLS TO\ A ) ' I D I I R I HF R \ \ O Rh

1)

This project was conceivedwith the intention of creating a believablevideo effectsshot ofa
helicopter landing on the University campus. To meet these requirements Autodesk Maya, 2d3's
Boujou, Adobe Photoshop, After Effects and Adobe Premier were utilized.
This conclusionwill assess
the successof this project basedon it meeting the pro)ect
requirements. Also, possible improvernents to the footage will be discussedaswell as potential
future work.

CHAI-LENGES !]NCOUNTERLiI

LTUR]NC PROIIJ(-T , 12.1

During this proiect, rnany challenges were faced to complete the proiect to the expected quality
and in the time scale.Someof thesechallengeswere taken into considerationbefore the proiect
had begun, but some proved much harder than expected during planning.
This sectiondescribesthe chaliengeswhich were encounteredduring the project.
LEARNI\G ALTO1,li-51,,
\'1A\.{

i 2.i.I

Learning Autodesk Maya was much harder than expected. Having a background in Autodesk 3DS
Max, it was presurned that the learning curve for Maya would be much the same.It turned out to
have a much steeper learning curve than Max.
Although both programs essentially have the samefunction, being used to the Max workflow
proved to be extremely frustrating when trying to model and texture the helicopter in Maya.
Maya has a far rnore cornplex texturing workflow and, although the rnodelling workflow is
similar, the fact the GUI (Graphical User Interface) differs so rnuch frorn Max and all the
functions are named differently neant becoming accustomed to the new environment was
wearisomeand tedious.

N'0/,'J

\i

*b**

However, on reflection, Maya was still the best choicefor the task and after the basicshad been
learnt, working in Maya was an enjoyable and productive experience.
LEARNING2D3'SBOI,iOI] ,. 12.i ,
Having never used tracking software before, stepping into using Bouiou was a jump into the
unknown. A.fter familiarising myself with the interface and the basic workflow using tutorials the
track for the project was attempted. The track for the project took between nine and ten attempts
before a track was produced which was to an acceptablestandard.

NWJ

The tracking took longer than expected but the extra time put into producing a good track was
worth it for the end result. Without a good track the shot would not have been believable.
*
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LEARNINGADOBEAITTJt I]FFLCTS 12.I.3
Adobe A.fter Effects was another program which had to be learnt from scratch. After Effects was
heavily usedin the production ofthe project and had to be masteredquickly ifthe project was to
be a success.
From knowing nothing ofthe program, advanced features had to be learnt including feature
tracking, time-remapping and the colour correction workflow.
.. 12.'1.4
ANI\,IAIlNG'TI{EHFI I(--OPTER
Animating the helicopter was a long and tedious process.The anirnation was done in Maya and,
aspreviously stated; Maya had to be learnt from scratch. Adding the small detailed movernent to
make the helicopter move realistically took a long time and rnany test anirnations were produced
to assessthe animation before the final animation was produced.
,f

H E FINAL PRO I E']T

/

17.7

The final project presents a video effects shot which combines 3D Modelling, animation and
cornpositing to create the illusion of an Apache helicopter landing on campus, the pilot jumping
out, hitting the ground and walking off screen.
In the creation of this project a variety of professional software solutions were utilized to produce
the end result. In the construction ofthe project such prograrnsasAutodesk Maya, Adobe
Photoshop, Adobe After Effects and 2d3's Boujou were used and an insight was gained into the
workflow and production ofa vizual effects for film or television.

/
r'

As shown in the evaluation section, the rnajority ofthe end users voted that the project fulfilled
its requirements of making a believable video effects shot of a helicopter landing on campus
In conclusion,with all ofthe usersvoting t}re proiect above7/10 for believability, it can be classed
asa success.

FUTURE \\iORiI
,\N1N1A1
lO\

]2.I]
I 1.3.1

Given more time and to developing the project further, the animation could be further refined to
match that of an Apache Helicopter. Although none of the viewers commented on the animation
being wrong or out ofplace, aspersonalpreferenceaddedanimation detail would add to the scene
realism.
This could be implementedusing the animation techniquesdiscussedin this project.
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TEXTURING_ 12.3.2
For further future development, the helicopter could be funher texnrred adding more grime and
dirt, making it look old and worn. In some frarnes of the project the helicopter looks a bit too
clean and extra dirt would help add believability and realism.
The din or grime layer would be made in Photoshop using the sametechniques as the original
textunng process,

!

souND 12.3.3
Sound was possible addition functionality for the project time permitting. Unfortunately, there
was not enough time left at the end of the project to implement sound.
Sound woulcl be added to the footage using Adobe Premier or Final Cut Pro. Sound would provide
an extra dimension of realism immerse the user further into the project.
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